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FOREWORD
This report presents the rem_Its obtained by Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company in its investigation of the remaining four (4) subtasks
of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center_ Contract NAS 8-11475 - Integrity
of Electrical Connections.
The remalts of the first three subtasks of this contract were reported
in a four-section report, "Integrity of Electrical Connections Com-
pletion Reports for Subtasks (a), (b), and (c), number I/4SC/A731415,"
dated 15 Febraary 1965.
To avoid misleading duplication of numbers, the first section of this
report continues with the n_imber five (5).
I/WSC-NASA Advanced Development Organization (D/64-50) was responsible
for Program Management.
The work was performed by the Process Development Group of Communi-
cations and Command (D/55-42) under the direction of Dr. Hans M. Wagner
and Dale R. Torgeson.
The Material and Process Control Laboratory (D/48-50) provided testing,
evaluation_ and photo-micrographic documentation services.
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SECTION 5
StrBTASK (d)
PROTECTIVE PACKAGING FOR ELECTRONIC COMPO_S
5.1 Objective
The objective for Subtask (d) was to develop information on the
behavior of plastic materials which are presently used to make
storage bags or storage containers for solder-coated, printed
circuit boards, or component parts with solder-coated leads.
Practical experience has sho_n that some circuitry and parts being
so stored for an extended period of _me are contaminated vhile
others remain unchanged.
5.2 Possible Test Methods
The following test values of a storage room would be held constant:
@
@
temperature
barometric pressure
relative humidity
solder composition
time lapse between solder coating and sealing of parts
Test results would depend only upon the material of the bags and
containers used. Two different test configurations can be devised
for this subtask.
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5.2.1 Solder-coated printed circuit boards and solder-coated com-
ponent part leads could be enclosed in conventionally sealed plastic
bags or plastic containers of the material to be tested and then stored
for extended periods of time (i, 2, 4, and 8 months), controlling temper-
ature_ barometric pres_are, and relative humidity of the storage room.
The solderability would be determined after completion of storage time.
5.2.2 The plastic material to be tested, preferably in the form of
thin sheets, could be _spended in a hermetically sealed bell jar,
through which a stream of dry air or nitrogen is passed at a monitored
amount per h_ar. The atmosphere in the bell jar should be both pressure and
temperature controlled. After leaving the bell jar, the gas stream
could be passed through a liquid nitrogen trap, in which all substances
emanating from the plastic under test are retained for future analysis.
Such analysis can be performed by microchemical methods, by chromatography,
or possibly by infrared absorption (in solution).
It should be noted that neither of the above two tests procedures
should be accelerated by use of elevated temperatures. The belnavior
of plastic materials is quite temperature dependent and many plastics,
which are stable at ambient temperatures, break down, depolymerize, or
disintegrate at elevated temperatures.
5.3 Test Specimen Materials
At present, a multitude of transparent plastic packaging materials are
used in the forms of bags, sheets, and molded containers to protect
electronic component parts and circuitry for both long and short term
storage. Since it would be impossible to investigate the behavior and
protective capability of all the products used presently, LMSC requested
that MSFC specify which of the many packaging materials they wished to
have investigated.
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Unfortunately, this information, which was requested since the beginning of
the contractual period, has never been received. It was, therefore,
impossible to conduct actual tests under this subtask.
5.4 Recommendations
The following recommendations are based not only upon LMSC's knowledge
and experience in the field of plastic packaging materials but also upon
consultations with representatives of leading plastics firms such as
DuPont and Crown Zellerbach.
• Non-brittle materials should be used to avoid cracks in
storage bags.
• Non-porous materials (good vapor barriers) should be used
in order to avoid "breathing-in" moisture or other contaminating
gases.
Only materials which do not carry contaminants to the inside
of the bag by solid solubility or similar mechanisms should
be used.
The integrity of any plastic container will be no better than the
effectiveness of its method of sealing. Therefore, care must always
be taken to assure that vapor-tight seals are created.
To avoid deposition of films on package contents, materials
with low plasticizer content should be used to avoid possible out-
gassing of deteriorating chemicals, i.e., tricresylphosphate. Plastics
in the following general categories all use plasticizers:
• Vinyl
• Butyrates
• Acetates
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Recommended plastic materials for packaging include, but are not
limited to the following:
• Polyethylene
Polystyrene (without plasticizer for rigid
container applications)
• Mylar
Polyethylene packaging containers are particularly recommended
because of their chemical inertness. Unfortunately, Polyethylene
is a relatively poor vapor barrier. However, by forming a laminate
composite with Mylar, which is an excellent vapor barrier, the
capability of this material for use as storage containers can be
considerably improved. Composites of Polyethylene and Mylar in
laminate form combine the best features of both materials. That is,
they are transparent, inert, do not outgas, and when properly sealed,
prevent moisture contamination.
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SUMMARY
- INSULATION CLEARANCE
n SC/A?64519
• Purpose. The problem of clearance between a solder connection and
inhalation requires definition and solution. Existing guide lines are
defined in para. 5.2.3 of NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-4. Optimum
clearance requirements are to be determined for use as a standard with
universal application.
• Results - Recommendations
Insulation clearances per NPC 200-4 were used throughout all
subtask investigations for soldering wires to connector pins and
turret terminals. The primary factor in judging insulation
clearance was the provision for heat sink attachment. The
determination of "Optimum" insulation clearance is closely related
to t_ design of a heat sink with "optimum" qualities. However,
this task was not part of subject contract. The insulation clearance
specified in NPC 200-4 is designed in consideration of presently
used heat sinks. Tests at LMSC have shown that this insulation
clearance is "adequate" for fabrication of high quality joints.
This adequacy of insulation removal is based upon the fact that
no wicking was encountered and no evidence of excessive heat
drain was observed for the heat sink sizes, and ranges of wire
and terminal attachments studied. A study of the effect of
changing the insulation clearance to a fraction or a multiple
of its presently specified amount would have required a much
more detailed investigation, for which funding was not available.
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For different wire and terminal sizes, and/Gr masses other than
those studied under this contract, an investigation of the specific
heat sink design requirements to prevent wicking is recommended.
Additional strip gap requirements must be an integral part of
this design investigation.
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Section 6
6.0 INSULATION CLEARANCE
6.1 Objective
To investigate the problem of insulation clearance of "strip gap" and to
determine optimum clearance for general recommendation as a standard.
6.2 Test Description
The "strip gap" used in all soldering operations performed under this
contract conformed to existing standards as detailed in para. 5.2.3
of NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-4. This clearance was found to be
adequate for accommodating the "Little Joe" brand heat sink. Use of
this heat sink completely prevented wicking in the stranded wires of
these contract investigations. A study program set up to determine optimum
clearance would require exploration of heat sink variables of heat con-
ductivity, specific heat of sink, etc., in connection with widely
different wire and component sizes and masses. This was beyond the
scope of this contract, and therefore not performed.
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SUMMARY
SUBTASK (f) - INVESTIGATION OF WICKING
• Purpose. To investigate the possibility of damage which could occur
when molten solder wicks under cable insulation, and to establish a limit
for wicking above or below insulation if test results show this to be a
harmless condition. In the event that wicking is determined to be detri-
mental to joint quality, recommendations are to be submitted for the
restriction of wicking to safe limits.
• Results - Recommendations. Wicking was found to reduce the fatigue
resistance of stranded cable. This re_Iction of fatigue resistance also
depends upon the plating material of the individual strands. Wicking
can be arrested completely by use of adequate clip-on heat sinks. The
depth of wicking in stranded cables:
increases as solder bath temperature increases.
increases as the immersion time in the solder bath
is increased.
approaches asymptotically a maximum with immersion
time.
is dependent upon the juxtaposition of the wire strands
and can therefore be influenced by the insulation strip-
ping procedure.
Test results have been analyzed and it is recommended that:
(i) soldering time be restricted to five (5) seconds maximum;
(2) no solder joint be made without the use of a properly
dimensioned heat sink;
(3) no cable with silver-plated strands be used.
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SECTION 7
(f)
INVESTIGATION OF WICKING
7.1 Objective
IMSC-A764519
The objectives for Subtask (f) were to determine the effects of wick-
ing in stranded wire and the extent to which wicking is affected by
process variables. Process variables considered in this investigation
were:
Solder temperature
Time duration of lead contact with liquid solder
Use of heat sink
Heat sink configuration
Wire size
Number of strands
Plating on copper wire
The following parameters were held constant during the entire investi-
gation:
@
Wire insulation
Cleaning method
Insulation stripping method
Type of flux
Type of solder
7.2 Test Description
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7.2.1 Basic Test Configurations. Two basic test configurations were
selected for these subtask tests. These were:
Stripped, cleaned, and fluxed stranded wires which were
dipped to aprecise depth into controlled temperatu_
molten solder.
Stripped and cleaned stranded wire leads which were hand
soldered to connector pins, using flux-cored solder.
A total of 330 specimens were used. These specimens were subdivided
into 32 separate test series 7 each one containing from 7 to lO individual
soldered leads or connections. Test specimen preparation is described in
detail in paragraph 7.3.
7.2.2 Stripping of Insulation. Removal of the insulation prior to
testing was performed by using a Model 45-174 Mechanical Stripper with
blade _L-5563, manufactured by Ideal Industries, Inc., Sycamore, Illinois.
The wires were visually checked by the operator to assure that no nicks
or cuts had occurred during stripping.
7.2.3 Cleaning of Stripped Wires. The stripped wire ends were cleaned
prior to every dip or hand-soldering operation by immersion in chlorothane
(i,i,i - trichloroethane, also known as methylchloroform) and then were
thoroughly scrubbed with a bristle brush while immersed.
7.3 Test Specimen Preparation
7.3.1 Test Specimen Description. Test specimens were prepared in two
different ways:
Solder-Dipped Stranded Wire Ends.
Purpose: To determine the amount of wicking which occurs in
a clean, insulation-free piece of fluxed stranded wire when
dipped to a precisely controlled depth into molten, controlled
temperature solder.
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Configuration: The ends of insulated stranded wires were
stripped for a length of 1/4 inch (except where specified
in the Test Series Data Sheets ) from the free end, per
paragraph 7.2.2 and then cleaned, per paragraph 7.2.3. The
wire ends were next fluxed by dipping them in the liquid flux
to a depth of 1/8 inch (See Fig. 7-1). Flux was allowed to
dry at room temperature. Each wire end was then dipped to a
length of i/8 inch in a closely controlled temperature solder
pot for various lengths of time.
Ref: Test Series Data Sheets No. A1 through A28.
Stranded Wire Ends Soldered into Cup Terminals.
Purpose: To determine the amount of wicking which occurs
in a clean, insulation-free piece of stranded wire when being
soldered with and without a heat sink into a connector pin.
Configuration: The ends of insulated stranded wires were
stripped as shown in Fig. 7-1 and described in paragraph 7.2.2.
They were next cleaned in accordance with paragraph 7.2.3. The
wire ends were then soldered into connector pins using the flux
and solder specified in paragraph 7.3.2. _nis operation was
performed with and without the heat sinks on the stripped portion
of the wire.
Ref: Test Series Data Sheets No. A29, A30, A31, A32.
7.3.2 Solder/Flux Combinations. The solder pot immersion tests were
performed with Alpha Metals 60/40 molten solder. Fluxing was achieved by
dipping wire ends in Alpha Metals # 346-25 liquid flux and drying at room
temperature; forced air was not used.
The connector pin tests were performed by using Alpha Metals 60/40 cored
solder with N.R.G. (Energized) flux core.
Heat sink used: "Little Joe," manufactured by MacDonald & Co., Glendale,
California.
7.4 Materials and Test Equipment
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Figure 7-i
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7.4.1
@
Test Specimen Materials
The wires used to prepare the test specimens are shown in the
following table:
NO. OF PLATING
AWG. INSULATIONSTRANDS _TAL
22 19 silver Teflon
22 19 nickel Teflon
24 7 nickel Teflon
7.4.2
For details, see section 9, paragraph 9.1
The connector pins with solder cup were No. 202, goldplated.
(See section 8, paragraph 8.4.1)
The solder/flux combinations that were used are described
in paragraph 7.3.2.
Test Equipment and Cleaning Materials
Fatigue Resistance Testing Machine
See section 9, paragraph 9.3
Mechanical Cleaning Medium
Bristle brush - LUCO brand, acid-free, no. i, 3/8 inch.
Cleaning Solvents.
l,l,l - trichloroethane
TMC Freon
See section 9, paragraph 9.2
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7.5 Test Data and Records
This study was directed primarily to measurements of longitudinal solder
flow along the test specimen wire strands. Measurements of such flow were
made using both macro and micro methods. However, due to the fact that
wicking "freezes" the juxtaposition of the strands to one another, thus
preventing flexibility in bending, fatigue tests were carried out to deter-
mine the amount of strength loss due to wicking.
The measurement of solder flow in the capillaries between wire strands
was performed by embedding a suitable length of wire with the insulation
on one end and grinding the sample down until a section through the
longitudinal axis was obtained. Wicking depth was determined by length
measurement and documented by photomicrographs of the sectioned sample.
Fatigue tests were performed using the method and equipment described in
section 9, paragraph 9._ pages 9-5 and 9-6.
Test data are recorded on individual Test Data Sheets, presented in
section 9, paragraph 9.4, pages 9-7 through 9-19.
7.6 Test Results
7.6.1 Depth of Wicking Measurements
The depth of wicking, i.e., the height to which the molten solder rises
in the capillary channels between the wire strands was found to increase
with temperature of the solder bath and with immersion time. An average
of 12 specimens was prepared for each selected test condition; but only
one specimen of each test series was longitudinally sectioned for measure-
ment of wicking depth.
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Figure 7-2 shows the wicking depth at 450°F as a function of the immersion
time. Figure 7-3 presents this information for the solder bath temperature
of 550°F. Both diagrams clearly show the trend of increasing wicking depth
with time and temperature rise. This dependency becomes even more obvious
when averaging the results for each immersion time and temperature; see the
"AVG." curves in Figures 7-2 and 7-3.
The relatively large spread of individual measurements around the average
curve requires explanation. The amount of wicking for a given temperature
and a given immersion time is definitely dependent upon the free diameter
of the capillary channels between the wire strands. This free diameter is
strongly affected by the stripping of insulation. Whether the insulation
is removed by a thermal stripper or by a mechanical stripper (with or with-
out a twisting motion in the direction of the lay of the stranded wire)_ the
juxtaposition of the strands relative to one another changes. This change
is sufficient to cause a variation in the depth of wicking.
Tests with a soldering iron (joining of the stranded wire to connector
pins) indicated wicking in the same order of magnitude as observed in
dipping. These tests also indicated complete absence of wicking when a
heat sink was used.
Figure 7-4 shows a longitudinal section through a stranded wire after
wicking. It can be seen that the solder has completely filled the
capillary channels between the wire strands.
The usefulness of a heat sink for preventing wicking is illustrated in
the following photomicrographs.
Figure 7-5 shows a longitudinal section through a specimen from test series
A29, a 19 strand_ 22AWG_ nickel-plated copper wire soldered into the cup of
a connector pin. A heat sink had been attached just above the edge of the
solder cup. No wicking occurred.
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Each Point of the Curves Represents One Measurement:
Curve l: AS, A6, A7, A8 -Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation,
22 AWG, 19 strand.
Curve 2: A21, A22, A23, A24 - Silver-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation,
22 AWG, 19 strand.
Curve 3: A25, A26, Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation, 24 AWG,
7 strand.
All specimens were dip soldered with Alpha Metals 60/40 using Alpha Metals
#346-25 liquid flux.
1.0
.9
.8
bD
.3
.2
.1
I I i
5 2o 4o 8o
Seconds Dipping Time
Figure 7-2: Wicking Depth and Immersion Time at 450°F
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Each Point of the Curves Represents One Measurement:
Curve l: A13_ A14, A15, A16 - Nickel-plated copper wire_ Teflon insulation_
22 AWG, 19 strand.
Curve 2: A17, A18, A19, A20 -Silver-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation,
22 AWG, 19 strand.
Curve 3: A27, A28 - Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation, 24 AWG,
7 strand.
All specimens were dip soldered with Alpha Metals 60/40 using Alpha Metals
#346-25 liquid flux.
1.O
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Figure 7-3: Wicking Depth and Immersion Time at 550°F
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Figure 7-6 shows a specimen from test series A30, duplicating A29 but with-
out use of a heat sink. The solder wicked through the entire visible length
of the wire.
Figures 7-7 and 7-8 show one specimen each of the similar test series AS1
and AS2, where a 7 strand, 24AWG, nickel-plated copper wire was soldered
into connector pins, both with and without the heat sink application. The
specimen with the heat sink shows no wicking.
7.6.2 Fatigue Resistance Tests. As described in section 9, paragraph
9. _ fatigue resistance testing was performed by cycling the stranded wire
specimen under a constant load of one (1) pound, through an angle of ±55 °
from the vertical until failure occurred.
The test details are recorded in the individual Test Data Sheets in section
9, paragraph 9.4. Results are summarized in the chart on page 7_17and 7-18
depicted graphically in Figure 7-9, page 7-18.
Results indicate that for nickel and silver-plated strands:
• Fatigue resistance decreases slightly with increasing dip
temperature of the solder bath.
• Fatigue resistance decreases with increased dipping time
in the solder bath.
Comparing nickel and silver as plating materials_ it becomes obvious that:
• The loss of fatigue resistance with silver-plated cable is
approximately twice as great as that for a nickel-plated cable
of the same dimensions.
Metallurgically, this is attributed to the fact that the diffusion co-
efficient of silver into copper is several orders of magnitude greater
than that of nickel into copper and that the copper-rich phase has low
ductility.
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FATIGUE RESISTANCE TESTS
SUMMARY
_fRANDED CABLE
Strands AWG.
19 22
19 22
19 22
19
19 22
19 22
7 24
7 24
Plat'G
Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
Silver
Silver
Nickel
Nickel
DIPPING TIME ANDT_MPERATURE
5 Sec. 20 Sec. 40 Sec. 80 Sec.
_emperature
400°F
450°F
500°F
550°F
450°F
550°F
450°F
550°F
34
30
35
33
19
lO
28
16
25
24
i0
9
12
i0
22
19
15
22
9
8
--m
CABLE
AS IS
23 52
19 52
18 52
17 52
12 56
9 56
9 26
9 26
NOTE: The figures given indicate the number of cycles to failure. All
results shown were obtained on wicked cable ends only. Tests on
connector pins are not included.
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Figure 7-9: Fatigue Testing 19 Strand - 22 AWG Copper Wire
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As mentioned earlier in paragraph 7.6.1, operator variations in twisting
force which occur during the stripping procedure affect the capillary
distance between the wire strands. This, in turn, causes variations of
wicking length. This can only be eliminated by using a mechanically
controlled stripping tool with constant twisting force or by a heat
sink which eliminates wicking.
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Section 8
SUBTASK (g) - JOINT TENSILE STRENGTH
• Purpose. The purpose of this investigation is to determine the
influence of stranded wire plating and insulation on the pull strength
of soldered joints.
Based on the results, recommendations shall be made for optimum com-
binations of wire plating and insulation.
• Results:
The type of plating materials for copper strands does not
significantly affect the pull strength of the soldered
joint, assuming adequate tinning is applied.
The type of insulation material has no effect on pull
strength of the soldered joints.
Pre-tinning of nickel-plated cable can be accomplished
with a _afficiently activated flux. However, the ever-
present corrosion potential, particularly over long time
intervals must be recognized whenever nickel is used as
a coating for copper.
Silver and solder coating presented no unusual pre-tinning
problems. However, it is important to consider the potential
d_nger of lowered fatigue resistance of silver-coated copper
wires.
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Specimens fractured in the heat affected wicked zone of
the wire, adjacent to the joint, not in the joint.
Reduction of fatigue resistance by wicking degrades
reliability of the joint seriously.
Thermal wire stripping leaves irregular termination of
cable insulation.
Thermal wire stripping seemingly leaves more residual
insulation on stripped wire than mechanical stripping.
Small voids in a solder cup connection do not affect the
mechanical strength of the joint.
• Recommendations.
• Avoid nickel as copper wire plating material.
Q If nickel must be used, apply activated flux to provide
adequate tinning.
Use heat sink during soldering to avoid degradation of
joints by re_iced fatigue resistance.
Use mechanical_gire stripping rather than thermal wire
stripping, particularly with Teflon insulation.
Investigations should be made of the integrity of joints
prepared with hydrazine-containing solder flux and develop
adequate post solder cleaning methods.
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SECTION 8
(g)
8.0 JOINT T_SILE STRENGTH
8.1 Objective
The objective of subtask (g) was to analyze and compare joint integrity
of soldered connections as a function of specific stranded wire and
insulation material combinations when subjected to laboratory testing.
8.2 Test Description
8.2.1 Basic Test Configuration. Two (2) basic test configurations
were used for this subtask. These were:
Stripped stranded cable ends assembled to turret
terminals by hand soldering
Stripped stranded cable ends assembled to connector
pins by hand soldering cable into pin-well
A total of 975 specimen solder connections were_sed. These were sub-
divided into 17 test series. Preparation of the test specimen is
described in paragraph 8.3.1.
8.2.2 Stripping of Insulation. Insulation removal, prior to clean-
ing and soldering, was performed in two (2) ways:
Originally by thermal stripping, using an I/4SC Standard
thermal stripper tool manufactured by American Missile
Products Company.
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During the second part of the investigation, mechanical
stripping was used. The tool was a Model 45-174 Mechanical
Wire Stripper with blade #L-5563; both were made by Ideal
Industries, Inc., Sycamore, Illinois.
8.2.3 Cleaning of Stripped Cable Ends. The stripped cable ends were
cleaned prior to soldering by immersion in either trichloroethylene,TMC
Freon, or chlorothane and scrubbing with bristle brush during immersion.
8.2.4 Cleaning of Connector Pins and Terminals. Connector pins and
terminals were cleaned by vapor degreasing for two (2) to five (5) minutes
in a commercial model vapor degreaser.
8.B Test Specimen Preparation
8.3.1 Test Specimen Description. Test specimens consisted of stranded
copper cables, plated with various protective metals and insulated with
different insulating materials. Pieces of cable approximately 8" long were
stripped by either one of the two methods described in par. 8.2.2, cleaned
as described in par. 8.2.3, and then hand soldered into the connector pin-
wells or around turret terminals.
8.3.2 Solder/Flux Combinations. For the bulk of these tests, only two
solder/flux combinations were used:
@
ALPHA METALS 60/40 solder with plastic flux core (non-
activated)
ALPHA METALS 60/40 solder with NRG flux core (activated)
Hydrazine-activated flux is presently not approved for use on electronic
circuitry, due to its very strong action. However, for comparison purposes,
an additional test series was made_ing:
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• FAIRMCKINT 60/40 H-_ flux core solder (hydrazine-activated)
8.4 Materials and Test Equipment
8.4.1 Test Specimen Materials. Specimen materials were selected to
enable the testing of various sizes of copper stranded wire with different
silver, nickel, and solder plating combinations with Teflon and Vinyl as
insulationmaterials.
Wires used are shown in the table below:
AWG. No. of Strands Teflon Insul.
Silver Nickel
Vinyl Insul.
Silver Nickel
X
X
Solder
18 19 X
22 19 X X
24 7 X X
28 7 X X X
X
X X
X X
For details and _ppliers of these wires, see section 9, par. 9.1.
Pins used were:
#162
Turrets used were:
for cable AWG 18, MIL-C-26482, goldplated
for cables AWG 22, 24, 28 MIL-C-26482, goldplated
LS-8958-2 for cables AWG 24 and 28
commercial brand per QQ-B626, solder plated per MIL-F-14072,
Finish_M-259
The solder/flux combinations are described in par. 8.3.2.
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8.4.2 Test E_uipment and Cleaning Materials
• Instron Pull Tester
See section 4, par. 4.1.3,
• Humidity Test Chamber
See section 4, par. 4.1.4,
• Cleaning Solvents
See section 9, par. 9.2
(m SC/A 31 I5)
(usc/A731415)
8.5 Test Data and Records
The purpose of subtask (g) was to study the influence of various plating
materials and insulation materials specified for the manufacture of stranded
wires on joint tensile strength; emphasis was placed on determining the
mechanical and metallurgical joint quality. This was achieved by: measur-
ing the joint tensile strength before and after corrosion at 95°F under 95%
Relative Humidity and determining the fatigue resistance; and cross-section-
ing representative specimens of each test series and subjecting them to
metallurgical examination.
Test data are recorded in individual Test Data Sheets (see section 9,
par. 5 ). These Data Sheets contain all information pertinent to the
test specimen preparation. Immediately following each Test Data Sheet are
reproductions of the photographs and photomicrographs which illustrate the
results obtained.
8.6 Test Results
The numerical results of all tests made in the study of joint tensile
strength are summarized in Table 8-1. The contents are grouped by test
specimen dimensions, because it is those dimensions which determine primarily
the pull strength of any particular combination. The sub-grouping under
each heading is by wire plating material (first independent variable) and
then by insulation material (second independent variable).
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FIGURE 8-1
JOINT TENSILE STRENGTH
TEST
SERIES
G-7
G-15
e-5
G-1
G-14
G-11
G-2
_-12
_-17
PINOR
TURRET
#162 18
#202 22
-#202 24
#202 28
STRANDED WIRE
AWG PLATINGSTRANDS
19
19
7
7
Silver
BEFORE I AI_fER
INSULATION CORROSION TEST
Teflon
Silver Vinyl
Solder Vinyl
Silver
Silver
Nickel
Silver
Nicke1
Nicke i
Ni ckei
Silver
Nickel
Solder
Teflon
Vinyl
Teflon
Teflon
Teflon
Teflon
Vinyl
Vinyl
Vinyl
Vinyl
56.15
o.28
56.58
O.378
5o .48
8.92
21.97
O.092
22.94
O. 142
24.77
o.68o
0
14.65
0.i16
5.40
0.683
5.66
0.057
5.88
0.77
51.29
6.53
21.88
1.97
24.81
O.327
12.64
O.091
15.08
0.084
14.83
O. 134
5.30
0.982
5.74
o.o7o
6.01
0.098
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_EST
SERIES
a-4
a-6
G-13
G-10
PIN OR
TURRET
8958-2
8958-2
AWG
24
28
STRANDED WIRE
STRANDS PIATING
Solder
Silver
Silver
INSUIATI ON
Vinyl
Teflon
Vinyl
BEFORE
CORROSION _,S r
8.45
1.48
4.31
0.39
7
T
Nickel Telfon
4.05
0.49
5.4
0.771
4._
o._7
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As to preparation of the samples, it should be noted that:
heating of solder cup from upper end was used in test
series G-l, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and ll,
heating of solder cup from lower end was used in test
series G-12, 14, 15, 16, and 17,
thermal stripping was used in test series G-I, through
G-P.
mechanical stripping was used in test series G-12 through
G-17
8.6.1 Various Plating Materials. Compared were silver, nickel, and
solder as plating materials for the copper strands undertbe insulation.
8.6.1.i Insulation Teflon
22 AWG - 19 strand wire, plated as shown, bonded to #202
connector pins with Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder
(G-I) or Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder (G-2.)
rest
Beries
G-_
Plating
Silver
Nickel
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
After CorrosionBefore Corrosion
m
x = 21.97 lb.
g = 0.092 lb.
= 24.77 lb.
6 : 0.68 lb.
= 21.88 lb
6 = 1.97 lb.
x = 24.81 lb.
6 = 0.327 lb.
Pull strength results and visual inspections show absence of corrosion
after the humidity test. Sixteen percent of the specimens in Test Series
G-1 fractured in the joint; the remaining 84% fractured adjacent to the
joint in the wicked part of the stranded cable. All specimens of Test
Series G-2 broke in the wicked part of the cable. The variation in
pull strength average for cables with silver and nickel-plated strands is
due to the physical properties of the cable. Without knowing the precise
history of the cable manufacturing procedure, explanation of these results
cannot be made in this _udy.
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Figures 8-2 and 8-34 show enlarged views of randomly selected joints.
The uneven edge of the Teflon insulation is due to the use of a thermal
wire stripper. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 are sections through samples from
series G-1. Voids in the solder cup indicate poor wetting. This phenomenon
is attributed t_J use of non-activated flux and to heating of the solder cup
from the upper rim instead of from the bottom. Figs. 8_35/B6 (Series G-2)
show that this condition can be improved through use of an activated flux.
8.6.1.2 Insulation Teflon
24 AWG. 7 strand wire, plated as shown, bonded to #202 connector
pin with Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder.
Test
Series
G-2
G-9
Plating
Silver
Nickel
I
_efore Corrosion
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
m
x = 12.70 lb.
6 = O.O79 lb.
= 15.17 lb.
6 = 0.405 lb.
After Corrosion
= 12.66 lb.
6 = 0.091 lb.
x = 15.08 lb.
6 = o.o84 lb.
All specimens of both test series fractured in the wicked portion of the
stranded cable; no cables pulled out of the soldered joint.
Visual inspection and pull strength results indicate absence of corrosion
caused by humidity testing.
Figures 8-5 and 8-29 show close-up views of soldered specimens. The fillet
formation is satisfactory. Figures 8-6 and 8-7 (test series G-2 only)
indicate incomplete wetting and voids in the solder cups. However, Figures
8-29 and 8-30 (test series G-9) indicate considerably improved joint condi-
tions with almost no voids visible. Since no basic change of procedure was
introduced during this time, the improvement is attributed to better train-
ing of the operator and to the use of a 3X magnifier during test specimen
fabrication.
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8.6.1.3
Test
Series
G-6
G -I0
Insulation Teflon
28 AWG. - 7 strand wire, plated as shown, bonded to #8958-2 turret
terminal with Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder (G-6) or
Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder (G-10)
Plating
Silver
Nickel
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion After Corrosion
= 4.31 lb.
6 = 0.39 lb.
x : 4.42 lb.
= O. 716 lb.
x = 4.05 lb.
6 = 0.49 lb.
x : 4.14 lb.
6 = 0.747 lb.
All specimens of both test series broke at the joints under loads
approximately 54% smaller than the breaking load of the stranded wire
itself. Breaking loads and visual inspection indicate no corrosion
due to the humidity test.
Figures 8-19 and 8-31 show close-up views of randomly selected samples from
both test series. Fillet formation is satisfactory.
Figures 8-19, 8-20, and 8-21 (test series G-6) _nd Figures 8-32 and 8-33
(test series G-10) show good wetting and satisfactory joints.
The fatigue tests indicate that wicking on joints of this type results in
a decreased resistance to flexure fatigue.
8.6.1.4 Insulat ion Vinyl
18 AWG - 19 strand wire, plated as shown, bonded to #162
connector pin with Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder
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Test
Series
G-15
a-5
Plating
Silver
Solder
x = 56.58 lb.
= 0. 378 lb.
x = 50.48 lb.
6 = 8.92 lb.
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion After Corrosion
= 55.89 lb.
g = 0.218 lb.
= 51.29 it.
6 = 6.53 lb.
All specimens of these test series failed adjacent to the soldered joint
in the wicked portion of the stranded wire. _nese failures occurred at
loads approximately 93% of the breaking load of the wire. The 12% differ-
ence in pull strength between the silver-plated and solder-plated speci-
ments is attributed to the physical properties of the wires and cannot
be explained without detailed metallurgical investigations beyond the
scope of this contract.
Pull strength and visual inspection before and after humidity testing indi-
cate absence of corrosion effects.
Specimens of test series G-5 were assembled by heating the solder cup from
the upper end, while specimens of test series G-15 were prepared by apply-
ing the heat from the lower end of the solder cup. The stripping procedures
for the insulation was also changed from thermal stripping to mechanical
stripping (see par. 8.2.2). This change is clearly reflected in the photo-
graphs and photomicrographs presented.
Figures 8-15, 8-16, and 8-17 show representative specimens of test series
G-5 where thermal stripping and heating of the pin well from the top was
used.
Figures 8-47, 8-48, and 8-49 show representative test specimens of test
series G-15, where mechanical stripping and heating of the pin well from
the bottom were used. The improvement of this method over that of heating
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from the top is evident.
8.6.1.5 Insulation Vinyl
28 AWG - 7 strand wire, plated as shown, bonded to #_02
connector pins with Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder
(G-3 and G-12) or Fairmount 60/40 H-32 Core solder (G-17)
Test
Series Plating
G-12 Silver
G-17 Nickel
G-3 Solder
Wire
Only
(lb.)
9.20
7.26
8.90
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion After Corrosion
= 5.40 lb.
g = 0.683 lb.
= 5.66 it.
6 = 0.057 lb.
= 5.88 lb.
= O.77 lb.
x = 5.3o lb.
6 = O.982 it.
= 5.74 lb.
6 = O.070 lb.
x = 6.01 lb.
g = 0.098 lb.
Results of these test series indicate that plating of the copper wire has
no influence on joint strength. Test specimens of these groups broke out-
side the joint in the wicked portion of the cable at loads of 59%, 78% and
66% of the stranded wire breaking load for silver, nickel, and solder plat-
ing respectively.
Figures 8-8, 8-37 , and 8-53 show the outer appearance of one joint from each
of the three groups.
Figures 8-9, 8-38, and 8-54 show transverse sections through one specimen
of each of the three groups; and Figures 8-10, 8-39 , and 8-55 show longi-
tudinal sections through the connector pins. The absence of voids, after
changing the heating procedure and applying activated flux, is evident.
Pull strength values and visual inspection before and after the humidity
test prove absence of corrosion.
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8.6.2 Various Insulation Materials
Teflon and Vinyl were compared as insulation materials over silver and nickel
plated strands.
8.6.2.1 Plating Silver
22 AWG - 19 strand wire, insulation as shown, bonded to -#202
connector pins with Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder
Test
Series
G-1
G-14
Insulation
Teflon
Vinyl
Average Pull Strength ' & Sigma
'Before Corrosion After Corrosion J __
J
= 21.97 lb.
= 0.092 lb.
x = 22.94 lb.
6 = 0.142 it.
N
x = 21.88 lb.
6 = 1.97 lb.
x = 22.10 lb.
= 0.93 lb.
Sixteen percent of the specimens of test series G-1 broke in the soldered
joint by pulling the wire out. The remainder of the test specimens of this
series and all specimens of series G-14 broke in the wicked portion of the
wire outside of the soldered joint.
Pull strength averages indicate no significant difference in solder joint
strength values between Teflon and Vinyl insulated stranded wires. The
results indicate also, that no corrosion occurred due to humidity testing.
Details of specimens from series G-I are shown in Figures 8-2, 8-3, and
8-4. Figure 8-44 shows a magnified view of one connector pin, while
Figures 8-45 and 8-46 give transversal and longitudinal sections through
soldered joints. From the photomicrographs, it becomes apparent that
several small voids exist in the joints. However, their presence is attribut-
ed to use of Plastic Core flux which is a non-activated rosin flux.
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8.6.2.fi Plating Silver
28 AWG - 7 strand wire, insulation as shown, bonded to #8958-2
turret terminals with Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder (G-6)
or Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder (G-IS)
Test
Series
a-6
G-13
Insulation
Teflon
Vinyl
Average Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion
= _.31 lb.
= 0.39 lb.
x = 5.20 lb.
: 0.886 lb.
After Corrosion
m
x = 4 05 lb.
= 0.49 lb.
x = 5.40 lb.
= 0.771 lb.
All specimens of series G-6 and G-13 broke outside of the soldered joint
in the wicked portion of the stranded wire The difference in average
pull strength between the Teflon and Vinyl insulated samples is attributed
to use of activated flux in the case of G-13 rather than to the difference
in insulation material. As shown in the photomicrographs (see below),
wetting is better with activated flux.
Visual inspection and _ull strength indicates no corrosion due to the
humidity test.
Photomicrographs of test series G-6 specimens are presented in Figures 8-18,
8-19, 8-20, and 8-21, and have been discussed in par. 8.6.1.3, page
Figures 8-40, 8-41, 8-42, and 8-43 show a magnified view and sections
through typical specimens of series G-13. All pictures demonstrate perfect
wetting.
8.6.2.3 Plating Silver
18 AWG. - 19 strand wire, insulation as shown, bonded to #162
connector pins w:_th Alpha Metals 60/40 N.RG. Core solder (G-7)
or Alpha Metals 60/40 Plastic Core solder (G-15).
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Test
Series
G-7
G-15
Insulation
Teflon
Vinyl
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion After Corrosion
= 56.15 lb. _ = 55.95 lb.
6 = 0.28 lb. 6 = 0.34 lb.
= 56.58 lb. _ = 55 89 lb.
6 = 0.378 lb. 6 = 0.218 lb.
All specimens broke outside of the soldered joint in the wicked part of
the stranded wire. The breaking load was approximately 93% of that of
the stranded wire itself. The figures demonstrate that no significant
difference exists between wires with Teflon and Vinyl insulation.
The very slight decrease of average pull strength after the humidity test
is not significant enough to indicate an occurrence of corrosion. Figures
8-22, 8-23, and 8-24 show representative photomicrographs of test series
G-7 specimens. Some small voids are visible in the cup.
Figures 8-47, 8-48, and 8-49, depict specimens from test series G-15
As mentioned earlier (paragraph 8.6, page 8-9) , this test series was
prepared by heating the solder cups from the bottom, which results in
formation of a joint with fewer voids.
8.6.2.4 Plating Nickel
24 AWG. - 7 strand wire, insulation as shown, bonded to #202
connector pins with Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
Li LMSC-A764519
Test
Series
G-9
G-16
Insulat ion
Teflon
Vin_l
Average Pull Strength & Sigma
Before Corrosion After Corrosion
w
x = 15 17 lb.
6 = o.4o5 lb.
-- 14.65 lb.
6 = 0.116 it.
= 15.08 lb.
6 = 0.084 lb.
= 14.85 lb.
g = 0.134 lb.
All specimens prepared in test series G-9 and G-16 fractured outside the
soldered joint in the stranded wire at a load below that for the untreated
wire itself. _ne average pull strength figures indicate that no significant
difference exists between Teflon-insulated and Vinyl-insulated wire. It is
also obvious that the humidity test caused no detectable corrosion.
Photomicrographs of specimens from test series G-9 are presented in Figures
8-28, 8-29, and 8-30. They are discussed in par. 8.6.1.2.
Figures 8-50, 8-51, and 8-52 show photomicrographs of typical specimens from
test series G-16. The pictures indicate absence of voids and good fillets
and joints.
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Test  S e r i e s  No.  G-1 
wc Negative NO. 22848 
Magnification 9x 
Enlarged view of soldered j o i n t .  
22 AWG-19 s t r a n d  copper w i r e ,  s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insula- 
t i on ,  soldered i n t o  cup of #202 connector pin, using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 P l a s t i c  Core so lder .  
Note: Uneven i n s u l a t i o n  termination, due t o  t h e r m 1  s t r ipp ing .  
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FIGURE 8-3 
DISC k b .  NO. 56192-1 
T e s t  S e r i e s  llo. G-1 
W5C Negative No. 22935 
Magnification 33x 
Transverse sec t ion  through stranded wire t o  eo-nnector 
pin connection. 
22 AWG-19 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insu- 
Alpha Metals 60/40 Plas t i c  Core solder .  
l a ted ,  soldered i n t o  cup of $202 connector pin,  using 
Xote: Incomplete and i r r egu la r  f i l l i n g  of cup with solder  
and poor wetting of strands. 
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FIGURF: 8-4 
W S C  Lab. NO. 56192-1 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G-1 
UGC Negative No. 22920 
Magnification 3 3  
Longitudinal section through s t randed x i r e  t o  comector  p in  
connection. 
22 ANG-19 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered i n t o  cup of $202 connector pin,  using Alpha Netals 
60!40 P l a s t i c  Core solder .  
Note: Incomplete wetting of s t rands  and cup . Large voids. 
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LIJISC Lab. NO. 56192-2 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No G-2 
U4SC Negative No. 22849 
Magnification 9x 
Enlarged view of soldered j o i n t .  
24 A’dG-7 s t rand  copper w i r e ,  s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insu-  
l a t ed ,  soldered i n t o  solder cup of BO2 connector pin,  
using Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core so lder .  
Note: IrreguLar Teflon termination shows melting a rea  of 
thermal s t r i p p e r .  
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FlGURE 8-6 
n ~ c  kb. no. 56192-2 
Tes t  S e r i e s  No. G-2 
DEC Negative NO. 22936 
Magnification 33x 
Transverse sec t ion  through soldered j o i n t .  
24 AKG-7 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insulate?,  
soldered i n t o  solder  c ~ p  of $202 comector  pi>, using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 N . R . G .  Cpre solder. 
Note: Very large void i n  bonding area.  
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FIGURE 8-7 
LNSC  ab. NO. 56192-2 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 2  
UG3C Negative No. 22922 
Magnification 3 3  
Transverse sec t ion  through soldered j o i n t .  
24 AWG-7 s t r and  copper w i r e ,  s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #202 connector pin,  using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 N. R. G. Core so lder .  
Note: Two small voids i n  u n c r i t i c a l  a reas .  
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FIGURE 8-8 
I 
UEC  ab. NO. 5619-3 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-3 
DISC Negative No. 22850 
Magnification 9x 
Enlarged view of soldered j o i n t .  
28 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, so lder  coated, Vinyl insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup o f  #02 connector pin,  using Alpha 
lbletals 60/40 N. R. G. Core so lde r .  
Note: Good i n su la t ion  clearance, terminat ion of Teflon and 
f i l l e t .  
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FIGURE 8-9 
UEC Lab. NO. 56192-3 
Test  S e r i e s  No.  G - 3  
I X S C  Xegative No 22937 
bfagnification 33x 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through soldered j o i n t .  
28 AKG-7 s t r and  copper wire, so lde r  coated, Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i n t o  s o l d e r  cup of #202 connector pin, using Alpha 
Netals 6C/40 N. R. G. Core so lder .  
Rote: Only one s2all void i n  thLs so lde r  is  v i s i b l e .  
of s t r ands  i s  comglete. 
Wetti% 
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T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 3  
FIGURE 8-10 
UEC Negative No. 22921 
Nagnif i c a t i o n  3 3  
Longitudinal s e c t i o n  through soldered j o i n t .  
28 AWG-'( s t rand  copper wire, solder  coated, V i n y l  insulated,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup o f  #202 connector pin, using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 N. R. G. Core so lder .  
Note: Meager f i l l e t  on outside of cup and la rge  void (air 
bubble) on bottom of cup. 
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F I G U R E  8-11 
I 
IMSC Iab. NO. 5619-4 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No.  G-4 
INSC Negative No. 22854 
Magnificat ion % 
Enlarged view of t u r r e t  terminal  with two wires a t tached.  
24 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, so lder  coated, V i n y l  insu la t ion ,  
soldered around $6958-2 t u r r e t  terminal ,  using Alpha Metals 
60/&0 N. R. G. Core solder. 
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FIGURF: 8-12 
I N S C  Lab. Eo. 56192-4 
Test  Se r i e s  No. G-4 
UGC Negative N o .  22918 
Magnification 3 3  
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through t u r r e t  t e rmina l  with wires at tached.  
24 AWG-7 s t rand  copper wire, so lder  coated, Vinyl insu la ted ,  
bonded t o  9958-2 turret  terminal,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 
N. R. G. Core so lde r .  
Note: Good f i l l e t  between wires and post. 
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FIGURE 8-13 
IJEC Lab. NU. 56192-4 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-4 
UEC Negative No. 22340 
Magnif imtion 3 3  
Transverse sec t ion  through upper p a r t  of turret  terminals .  
24 AWG-7 s t rand  copper wire, so lder  coated, Vinyl insu la ted ,  
bonded t o  #8958-2 t u r r e t  terminal ,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 
N. R. G. Core so lder .  
Note: Gaod f i l l e t  between wire and pos t .  
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I N S C  k b .  No. 56192-4 
Tes t  S e r i e s  No. G - 4  
FIGURE 8-14 
DISC Negative No. 22941 
Magnification 33x 
Transverse sec t ion  through lower p a r t  of t u r r e t  terminal .  
24 AWG-7 s t rand  copper wire, solder  coated, Vinyl insLlated,  
bonded t o  B958-2 t u r r e t  terminal,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 
N. R. G. Core so lder .  
Note: Good f i l l e t  between wire and post .  
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FIGURE 8-15 
LMSC Iab. NO. 56192-5 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-5 
DEC Negative EO. 22851 
Magnification 9x 
Enlarged view of j o i n t .  
18 AWG-19 st rand copper wire, solder  coated, V i n y l  insulated,  
so lder  i n t o  solder  cup of #162 connector pin,  using Alpha Metals 
60/40 P l a s t i c  Core solder.  
Note : Incomplete f i l l e t  . 
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FIGURE 8-16 
DEc Negatrve no. 22938 
Magnificat ion  33x 
Transverse sec t ion  through so lder  cup. 
18 AWG-19 s t r and  copper w i r e ,  so lder  coated, V i n y l  insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #162 connector pin,  using Alpha 
IvIetals 60/40 P l a s t i c  Core solder .  
Note: A i r  bubble void, wetting good. 
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FIGURE 8-17 
IMSC k b .  No. 56192-5 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-5 
D E C  Negative ?!lo. 22923 
Magnification 3% 
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through so lder  cup. 
18 AWG-19 s t r and  copper wire, so lder  coated, V i n y l  insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #162 connector pin, using Alpha 
b l e t ah  60/40 P l a s t i c  Core so lder .  
Note: &vera1  small voids between wires. 
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FIGURE 8-18 
LMSC Lab. NO. 56192-6 
T e s t  S e r i e s  Do. G - 6  
DEC Negative No. 22853 
Magnification 9x 
Enlarged view of t u r r e t  t e rmina l  with two soldered j o i n t s ,  
28 AWG-7 s t r and  copper w i r e ,  s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insu la ted ,  
bonded t o  fl958-2 turret terminal ,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 
P l a s t i c  Core so lder .  
note:  Wetting and embedment of wires i n s u f f i c i e n t .  
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FIGURE 8-19 
I N S ~  ~alb.  NO. 56192-6 
Test S e r i e s  N o .  G-6  
UGC Negative No. 22919 
blagnification 33x 
Longitudinal sect ,m tkcovgh turret t e r n i n a l s  . 
28 AWG-7 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered t o  t u r r e t  terminal  $8958-2, using Alpha bletals 60/40 
P l a s t i c  core so lder .  
Note : Insuff icLent  f i l l e t  a i d  Fare trilre surfaces .  
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
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FIGURE 8-20 
UEC kb. NO. 56192-6 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 6  
LIEX iqegative 190. 2291C2 
blagr i f ica t ion  33x 
Transverse s e c i i o n  through tur re t  i n  plane of upper connection. 
28 Al!G-7 s t r and  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insulzted,  
soldered t o  #958-2 turret  terminal,  LsirG Alpha l.!etals 60/40 
P l a s t i c  Core so lde r .  
LOCKHEED MISSILES €k SPACE COMPANY 
EEC L&. rao. 56192-6 
T e s t  S e r i e s  Tio. G-6  
FIGURE 8-21 
I b S C  Negative No. 22943 
Magnification 33x 
Transverse sec t ion  through t u r r e t  i n  plane of lower connection. 
28 AVG-7 strand copper wire, s i l v e r  plated,  Teflox insulated,  
soldered t o  B958-2 t m r e t  terminal,  usirig Alpha Ketals 60/40 
P l a s t i c  Core. 
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DISC  ab. NO. 56192-7 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 7  
YTegative NO. 22852 
Magnificat ion 9x 
i 
I 
Enlarged view of one j o i n t .  
18 .A\JG-l9 s t rand  w i r e ,  s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #162 t u r r e t  terminal ,  using 
Alpha Metals 60/40 TJ. R. G .  Core so lde r .  
Note: F i l l e t  i n su f f i c i en t ,  and Teflon termination i s  
slLghtly i r r egu la r .  
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FIGURE 8-23 
I N S C  Lab. EO. 56192-7 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 7  
INSC Xegative No 22939 
Magnificstion 33x 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through soldered J o i n t .  
18 AWG-19 s t r and  w i r e ,  s i l v e r  plated,  Teflon insu la t ion ,  soldered 
i n t o  s o l d e r  cup of #162 turret t e m i n a l ,  using A l p k r  Iqietals 60/40 
Id. 8. G. Core so lder .  
Mote: Good v e t t i n g  but  two voids v i s i b l e .  
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FIGURE 8-24 
Ub5C k b .  NO. 56132-7 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No.  G - 7  
WGC Negative NS. 22921: 
Fiagnif i c a t  ion 33x 
Longitudinal s e c t i o n  through soldered j o i n t .  
18 ATJC--l$' s t r a n d  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered i n t o  so lde r  cup o f  +162 t u r r e t  terminal,  using 
Alpha l l e t a l s  60/40 N. R. G.  Core so lde r .  
Note: Small  void on bottom and hollow channel on s i d e  of 
so lde r  cup. 
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LXSC Lab. no. 58573 
Test S e r i e s  No. G-8 
La".C ITegative No. 24.735 
Xagnif i c a t i o n  i5x 
Enlarged view of t y p i c a l  j o k t  . 
24 AWG-7 s t rand  wire, nickel  plated,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of jf202 connector pin,  using 
Alpha Fle-bals 6@/40 Plastic Core so lder .  
llote: Incomplete vetting a i d  "cold-Joint" - l i k e  s w f a c e .  I 
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FIGURE 8-26 
Trans;~erse sec t ion  tlwoug’l? soldered j o i n t .  
2h AIG-7  strand wire, nicke l  Glated, Teflon insulated,  
soldered kite so lder  cup of +902 connector p in ,  usiEg 
-ALlp!e, i*letai_s 6G/4O Plastic Core so lder .  
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F I G W  8-27 
u.isc k b .  No. 5s573 
Tes; Series r:c. G - 3  
Lorgit.l;dinal section t h o u g h  saldered jo i f i t  . 
24 AWG-7 strand wire, n i c k e l  plated, Teflon insu la ted ,  soldered 
into solder cup of 
40 P1as;ic Core solder. 
comector pin, using Alpha Metals 60,’ 
;$ate: Lncoxpulefue ve t t i f ig  of nickel plated v i r e  due to use of 
nop-Ect ivated flI1.x. 
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FIGURE 8-28 
LluISC Lab. XO. 58573 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 9  
Megative NO. 24736 
l.lagnif i c a t i o n  l5x 
Enlarged viev of soldered j o i n t .  
24 AWG-7 stranded wire, n i cke l  p l a t ed ,  Teflon insKlated, 
soldered i n t o  solder  c q  of $202 connector pin,  vsing Alpha 
Netals  6 G / k  I!?. R. G. Core so lde r .  
lJot,e : Teflon terxinEtion s t i l l  uneven, ?;ut s l i g h t l y  improved. 
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Lmc k l l .  Yo. 55573 
T e s t  Series TJa. G-'2 
24 AXG-7 s t r and  w i r e ,  nickel pla ted ,  Tefloi? i-.s-blateo, 
soldered into so lde r  cup 3f 7%?02 conrector  p i r .  ::sing 
~ l y ? h s  J l e t a l s  60/40 N. E. G. Core so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-30 
~ E C   ab. NO. 58573 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-9 
IBEX Negative NO.  2:4808 
Magnification 35x 
Longitudinal s e c t i o n  of j o i n t  between stranded wire and 
so lde r  cup. 
24 fiWG-7 s t r and  wire, n i cke l  p l a t ed ,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered i n t o  cup of #202 connector pin,  using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 N. R. G.  Core so lde r .  
Note: Almost complete absence of voids i n  so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-31 
U E C  k b .  No. 58573 
Tes t  S e r i e s  No. G - 1 0  
UGC Negative No. 24737 
Idagnification l3x 
Enlarged view of t u r r e t  terminal  with two connections. 
28 AWG-7 s t r and  w i r e ,  n i cke l  p la ted ,  Teflon in su la t ion ,  
bonded t o  #958-2 t u r r e n t  t e r p i n a l ,  using Alpha Metals 
60/40 N. R.  G. Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-32 
/ 
mlsc Lab. No. 58573 
Test S e r i e s  No. G - 1 0  
DEC Negative No. 24805 
Magnification 5Ox 
Transverse sec t ion  through lower j o i n t .  
28 KdG-7 s t r a n d  wire, nickel  p la ted ,  Teflon insulated,  
bonded t o  #958-2 turret terminal,  using Alpha JIetals 
60/40 N. R. G. Core solder.  
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FIGURE: 8-33 
IX3C Iab. No. 58573 
Test Series G-10 
I&TSC Negative NO. 24806 
Magnf ication 35x 
Longitudinal section through lower joint. 
28 AWG-7 strand, nickel plated, Teflon insulation, bonded 
to $8958-2 turret terminal, using Alpha Metals 60/40 
N. R. G. Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-34 
LbllsC Lab. No. 58573 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G-11 
DEC Negative No. 24738 
Magnification l5x 
Enlarged view of one jo in t .  
22 AWG-19 s t r and  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup o f  #2@2 connector pin,  using 
Alpha Metals 6@/40 N.  R. G. Core so lder .  
Note: Uneven i n s u l a t i o n  termination, due t o  thermal s t r i p p e r  
performance. Wetting of wire incomplete. 
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FIGURF: 8-35 
I%ISC Lab. NO. 58573 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No.  G-11 
U E C  Negative Xo. 24804 
Magnfication 5Ox 
Transverse sec t ion  through stranded wire, soldered i n t o  
so lde r  CLQ of connector p in .  
22 AWG-19 s t r and  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Teflon insulated,  
soldered i n t o  solder  cup of #202 connector pin, using 
Alpha Metals 60/40 N. R. G. Core so lde r .  
Note: Voids i n  so lde r .  
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FIGURF, 8-36 
Lvsc Lab. N o .  58573 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G - 1 1  
LbEC Negative No. 24809 
Magrlification 35x 
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through s t randed wire-solder cup 
connection. 
22 AWG-19 s t r and  wire, s i lve-  p la ted ,  Teflon insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup o f  $202 connector pin,  using 
Alpha I.letals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder. 
Note: S e v e r a l  voids i n  solder .  
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FIGURE 8-37 
IMsC Lab. NO. 58751 
Test  S e r i e s  G - I 2  
28 AWG-’7 
i n t o  so lder  cup of #202 connector pin,  using Alpha Metals 
60/40 U.R.G. Core solder .  
WSC Negative No. 24534 
Magnification 20x 
s t r and  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl i n su la t ed ,  soldered 
8-5 3 
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FIGURE 8-38 
t 
W&C Lab. No. 58751 
T e s t  Series G-12 
uvsc Negative 120. 2h616 
Magnification 5Ox 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through soldered j o i n t .  
28 AWG-7 s t r a n d  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i n t o  solder cup of &02 connector pin,  using 
Al2ha l l e t a l s  60/40 N.R.G. Core so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-39 
I b E C  k b .  NO. 58751 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G-12 
UEC Negative 110. 24601 
Magnification 3Ox 
Longitudinal s e c t i o n  through soldered j o i n t .  
28 AWG-7 s t r and  wire, s i l v e r  g k t e d ,  Vinyl insulated,  soldered 
i n t o  so lde r  cup o f  #02 connector pin,  using Alpha Fletals 
60/40 1T.R.G. Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-40 
i 
LMSC Iab. No.58885 
Tes t  S e r i e s  G-13 
WSC Negative NO. 24789 
Magnification l2x 
Enlarged view of two soldered j o i n t s .  
28 AWG-7 s t r and  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insu la ted ,  bonded 
t o  $43958-2 t u r r e t  terminal,  using Alpha Metals 6G/40 N.R.G. 
Core solder. 
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T e s t  S e r i e s  G - l 3  
LMS C -A764 5 19 
FIGURE 8-41 
WSC Megative No. 24793 
bkgni f ica t ion  60x 
Transverse sec t ion  through lower connection. 
28 AVG-7 s t rand  wire, sil;ier p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
bonded t o  flS58-2 turret  terminal,  using Alpha LJetals 
60/40 N.R.G. Core so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-42 
LJ,ISC bb. NO. 58885 
T e s t  S e r i e s  No. G - 1 3  
UGC Negative Ho. 24794 
Flagnification 60x 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through upper connection. 
28 AKG-7 s t r and  d r e ,  s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
bonded t o  #3958-2 t u r r e t  terminal,  using Alpha bletals 
6 C / k  N.R.G. Core so lder .  
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W C  Lab. No. 58885 
Tes t  S e r i e s  G - 1 3  
FIGURE 8-43 
! 
,'I 
I. 
I 
I%EC Negative No. 24795 
Jagn i f i ca t ion  6 0 ~  
A 
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through turret .  
28 AWG-7 s t rand  wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl ineulated,  bonded 
t o  $8958-2 t u r r e t  terminal,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 N.R.G. 
Core so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-44 
1%"S C-A764 5 19 
UdSC Lab. No. 58958 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G - 1 4  
WSC Negative No. 24790 
Magnification 7x 
Enlarged view of p i n  with soldered j o i n t .  
22 AWG-19 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl ifisulated, 
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup *02 connector pin,  using Alpha Metals 
60/40 P l a s t i c  Core solder .  
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FIGURE 8-45 
DISC k b .  No. 58958 
T e s t  S e r i e s  2-14 
Transverse sec t ion  thxough soldered j o i n t .  
22 AIG-19 s t r and  CoFper wire? s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i c t o  solder  cup o f  $02 connector pin,  using Alpha 
l tk ta l s  60/40 I k s t i c  Core s o l d e r .  
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
FIGURE 8-46 
UGSC k b .  NO. 58958 
Test  S e r i e s  G-14 
usc Tlegative ?io. 24799 
Magnification 40x 
Longitudinal s e c t i o n  thrcugh soldered j o i n t .  
22 AWG-19 s t r and  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup o f  #202 connector pin,  using Algha 
Metals 60/4G Plastic Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-47 
LJEC Iab. NO. 59024 
Tes t  S e r i e s  No. G-15 
UEC Negative No. 24840 
Bhgnif i c a t i o n  1 6 ~  
Enlarged view of representa t ive  j o i n t .  
18 AWG-19 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Vinyl insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #162 connector p in ,  using Alpha 
Metals 60/40 P l a s t i c  Core solder .  
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FIGURE 8-48 
U,SC Lab. No. 59024 
Tes t  S e r i e s  G - 1 5  
LbEC Negative No. 24954 
Lhpqif icat ion 5Cx 
Transverse sec t ion  through t j T i c a l  j o i n t .  
18 AWG-19 s t rand  copper wire, s i l v e r  p la ted ,  Viro-l 
in su la t ed ,  soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #162 connector 
pin,  using Alpha Metals 60/40 P l a s t i c  Core so lder .  
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FIGURE 8-49 
rroSC Lab. No. 53024 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G-15 
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through so lde r  j o i n t .  
18 AWG-19 s t r and  copper wire, silva- p la ted ,  Vinyl i r s u l a t i o n ,  
soldered i n t o  solder  cup of  #162 connector pin,  using ~ l p k = a  
I.;etals 60/4c P k s t l  1 c Core solder. 
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UEC Iab.  No. 59134 
Test  S e r i e s  G-16 
I%EC Negative No. 24841 
Magnification 1 6 ~  
Enlarged view of  t y p i c a l  J o i n t .  
24 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, n i c k e l  p l a t ed  Vinyl insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of @02 connector pin,  using Alpha 
Netals 60/40 M.R.G. Core solder .  
LOCKHEED MISSILES 8c SPACE COMPANY 
FIGURE 8-51 
U E C  Iab. No. 59134 
Tes t  S e r i e s  G-16 
UEC Negative iva. 2L596 
Flagnifi c a t  i on 5Gx 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through t y p i c a l  j o i n t .  
24 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, n i c k e l  p la ted ,  Vinyl insu la ted ,  
soldered i n t o  so lde r  cup of #02 connector p in ,  using Alpha 
Fletals 60/40 N.R.G. Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-52 
D I S C  Iab .  No. 59134 
T e s t  Series G-16 
LGEC Negative N o .  24957 
bkagnification 40x 
Longitudinal s ec t ion  through t y p i c a l  j o i n t .  
24 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, n i c k e l  p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i n t o  solder  cup of #202 connector pin,  w i n g  Alpha 
Metals 60/40 N.R.G. Core so lde r .  
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IMSC hb. NO. 59186 
Test Series G-17 
LMSC negative No. 24842 
Magnification 1 6 ~  
Enlarged view of typical joint. 
28 AI?G-7 strand copper wire, nickel plated, Vinyl insulated, 
soldered into so&r cup of #202 connector pin, using Fairmount 
60/40 H-32 Core solder. 
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FIGURE 8-54 
UEc k b .  NO. 59186 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G-17 
DSC Negative r b .  24952 
Magnification 5Ox 
Transverse s e c t i o n  through t y p i c e l  j o i n t .  
28 AWG-7 s t r a n d  copper w i r e ,  n i cke l  plated,  Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i n t o  so lde r  cup of $202 connector p in ,  using Fairnount 
6 ~ / 4 ~  11-32 Core so lde r .  
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FIGURE 8-55 
UsC Lab. NO. 59186 
T e s t  S e r i e s  G-17 
LNSC Negative No. 24353 
fdagnif i c a t i o n  40x 
b n g i t u d i n a l  s ec t ion  through tmical j o i n t .  
28 AWG-7 s t r and  copper wire, n i cke l  p la ted ,  Vinyl insulated,  
soldered i n t o  so lder  cup of #2C2 connector pin,  using Faircount 
40/40 H-32 Core so lder .  
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Section 9
APPENDIX
The contents of this appendix are related to the tests reported under
Sections 7 and 8.
Paragraph Title Pag_____e
9.1
9.2
Insulated Stranded Wires
Cleaning Solvents
9.3
9.4
9.5
Fatigue Resistance Test Equipment
Test Data Sheets for Subtask (f)
Test Data Sheets for Subtask (g)
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9.1 INSULATED STRANDED WIRES
• Wire, stranded, silver-plated, Teflon insulation
AWG 18 19 strand (g)
AWG R2 19 strand (f) (g)
AWG 24 7 strand (g)
AWG 28 7 strand (g)
Procured from Victor Wire and Cable Corporation,
3601 Holdridge, Los Angeles, California
Wire, stranded, nickel-plated, Teflon insulation
AWG 18 19 strand
AWG 2R 19 strand (f) (g)
AWG 24 7 strand (f) (g)
AWG 28 7 strand (g)
Procured from Victor Wire and Cable Corporation,
3601 Holdridge, Los Angeles, California
Wire, stranded, silver-plated, Vinyl insulation
AWG 18 19 strand (g)
AWG 22 19 strand (g)
AWG 24 7 strand
AWG 28 7 strand (g)
Procured from Philadelphia Insulated Wire Company,
e/e The K. W. Lockwood Co., 1516 Westwood Blvd.,
Los Angeles_ California.
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9.1 (Continued)
Wire, stranded, nickel-plated, Vinyl insulation
AWG 18 19 strand
AWG 22 19 strand
AWG 24 7 strand (g)
AWG 28 7 strand (g)
Procured from Philadelphia Insulated Wire Company,
c/o The K. W. Lockwood Co., 1516 Westwood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California
• Wire, stranded, tin-lead solder-plated, Vinyl insulation
AWG 18 19 strand (g)
AWG 22 19 strand
AWG 24 7 strand (g)
AWG 28 7 strand (g)
Procured from Victor Wire and Cable Corporation,
3601 Holdridge, Los Angeles, California
Letter in parenthesis, i.e., (g), indicates subtask for which the
stranded wire has been used.
All wires were in compliance with Sp_cificationMIL-W-16878.
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9.2 CLEANING SOLVENTS
Trichlorethylene. i, i, i- trichloroethylene
(a) Procured to Specification MIL-T-7003 on Open Bid
(b) Inhibited to scavange HCI formed by hydrolysis
Methyl Chloroform. (1, l, 1- trichlorethane)
Procurement Specification O-T-620A on Open Bid
TMC Freon (formula proprietary)
Procurement : DuPont de Nemours
Tested to LMSC Material Std. 208-3S-6250-230 upon receipt
of material.
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9.3 FATIGUE RESISTANCE TEST E_JIPMENT
The determination of fatigue resistance of the wicked wires was performed
by using a laboratory-built testing device, which is illustrated in
Figure 9-1 and operates as follows:
A clamp of suitable size to accept the solder-dipped end of the stranded
wire or the solder cup in is attached to a mechanically operated lever.
This lever moves through a preset angle, usually + 55 ° of arc from the
vertical. This provides the bending action. The lower free end of
the wire under test carries the weight which provides the necessary
tension. In the tests under this project, the weight was one (1) pound.
The method used to clamp the test specimen is important because it
considerably influences the test result. For the tests performed under this
project, a clamping method was selected which resulted in flexing only
the wicked section of the stranded cable.
Free cable ends were clamped as close to the insulation as
possible. This assures that bending takes place in the
wicked length of the cable.
Solder cup endswere clamped at their free end, opposite
the solder cup as shown in the photograph. This method
places the bending point directly outside of the solder
cup, that is, in the wicked length of the cable.
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FIGCTE~E 9-1 
FATIGUE RESISTANCE TEST EQUIPMENT 
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Paragraph 9.4
Test Data Sheets for Subtask (f)
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAZ 8-11475
Tes_ Series Number: Lab. Report Number:
AI, A2, A3, A4 57 92-2_
Specimen: Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
No. of Specimens: 36
Wire Gauge : 22 AWG. Number of Strands: 19
S_rip Gap: 1/8 inch
Solderir_ Method: (X) Pot ( ) Soldering Iron
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals #346-25 liquid
Clea_uin_ Mc£hod (_efore Soldering): brushing in l, l, 1 - trichloroethane
Solderirg Temperature:
immersion Time: 5,20, 40, 80
Heat Sir/_ Used:
Fatigue Tests:
400°F
Seconds. Immersion Depth: 1/8"
( ) res (x) No
36 31 29 21 i = 34
30 25 19 16 16 16 _ = 28
22 20 19 19 17 lO _ = 22
22 21 20 18 16 15 _ = 23
Inch
AI: 45 39 37
A2: 51 46 35
A3: 39 25 25
A4: 34 33 31
6= 7.8
6 = 13.4
6= 7.9
6= 7.4
Remarks:
Photomicrographs:
Wicking depth:
No. 24 085 and No. 24 087
Al: 0.150 inch
A2: 0.355 inch
A3: 0.585 inch
A4: 0.460 inch
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,-_ ; T ^TEST _ ._SHEET
In_e_uty o_. Electrical Co_ueetions
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: Lab. Report Number:
A5, A6, A7, A8 57 947
Specimen: Nickel plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
No. of Specimens: 40
Wire Gauge: 22 AWG. Nurmber of Strands: 19
S_ip Gap: 1/8 inch
Solderir_ Niethod: (X) Pot ( ) Soldering Iron
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals #346-25 liquid
Clea_ing _[oS_od (Before Soldering): brushing in l, l,1 - trichloroethane
Solderir_ Temperature:
immersion Time: 5,20, 40, 80
Heat Sink Used:
Fatigue Tests:
450°F
Seconds
( ) Yes
A5: 40 37 36 35 31 30 28
A6: 24 23 16 15 15 14 14
A7: 39 20 19 18 17 16 16
A8: 27 22 21 21 17 17 17
Immersion Depth: 1/8 Inch
(x) No
23 22 21 _ = 30
13 12 ll _ = 16
15 14 Ip _ = 19
16 15 12 _ = 19
6 =6.7
6 = 4.4
6 = 7.6
6 =4.3
Remarks:
Wicking Depths: A5: 0.510 inch
A6: 0.745 inch
A7: 0.755 inch
A8: 0.785 inch
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TEST _ ',.TA SHEET
Integ-_'ity of Electric al Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: Lab. Report Nun_ber:
A9, AI0, All, A12 58 020
Specimen: Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insflation
No. of Specimens: 40
Wire Gauge: 22 AWG. Nun_ber of Strands: 19
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Solderir_ _ethod: (X) Pot ( ) Soldering Iron
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals #346-25 liquid
Clea_uingZ%cthod (_fore Soldering): brushing in l, l, 1 - trichloroethane
Solderir_ Temperature:
Immersion Time 5,20, 40, 80
Heat Sink Used:
FatiguleTests:
A9: 52 49 42 37
AI0: 33 31 30 27
All: 30 23 18 17
A_2: 42 18 18 17
500°F
Seconds Immersion Depth : 1/8 Inch
( ) Yas (x) No
33 32 28 25 21 28 _ = 35 _ = 10.2
25 24 23 23 15 15 _ = 25 6 = 6.1
16 16 14 14 14 13 x = 15 g = 5.9
16 16 16 15 14 8 _ = 18 _ = 8.9
Remarks:
Wiaking depth: A9: 0.510 inch
AIO: 0.200 inch
All: 0.495 inch
AI2: 0.395 inch
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TEST DATA SHEET
IntegTity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Tes_ Series Number:
AI3, AI4, AI5, A16
Lab. Report Number:
58 io4
Specimen:
No. of Specimens: 40
Wire Gauge i 22 AWD.
S_rip Gap: 1/8 inch
Solderir_ _ethod: (X ) Pot
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
•_x Usod: Alpha Metals #346-25 liquid
nlckel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Number of Strands: 19
( ) Soldering Iron
Cleaning Mot/_od (Before Soldering): Brushing in i, i, 1 - thriehloroethane
Solderir_ Temperature:
Immersion Time: 5,20, 40, 80
Inch
= 33
x = 22
: 17
Heat Sink Used:
Fati_ue Tests:
AI3: 48
AI4: 44
AI5: 43
AI6: 21
550°F
Seconds.
( ) Yes
Immersion Depth .:1/8
(x) No
45 42 38 36 31 27 26 22 18
26 25 24 23 21 22 20 18 17
27 24 19 19 19 18 18 16 14
21 18 17 17 16 16 15 13 I_
= i0. i
g= 7.7
6= 5.9
6I 3.0
Remarks:
Wicking depth: AI3: 0.375 inch
A14: 0.425 inch
AI5: 0.725 inch
A16: 0.850 inch
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Test Series Number:
AIT, AI8, AI9, A20
TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract N_4$ 8-11475
Lab. Report Number:
58 197
Specimen:
No. of Specimens: 40
Wire Gau_e: 22 AWG.
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Solderir_ Method: (X) Pot
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Silver-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Number of Strands: 19
( ) Solderin_ Iron
Flux Used: Alpha Metals #346-25 liquid
Clemuing Method (Before Soldering): brushing in i, l, 1-trichloroethane
550°F
Seconds Immersion Depth: 1/8
( ) Yes (X) No
=9.8
x=9.1
.,{-= 8.4
x =9.0
Solderir_ Temperab_re:
Immersion Time :5,20,40, 80
Heat Sink Used:
Fatigue Tests:
AIT: 20 ii ii 9 9 9 8 7 7 7
AI8: 10 i0 l0 9 9 9 9 9 8 8
l0 l0 9 9 8 8 8 8 7 7
12 l0 9 9 9 8 8 8 8 7
AI9:
A20:
Remarks:
Wicking depth: AI7: O.475 inch
AI8: O.825 inch
AIg: 0.835 inch
A20: 0.735 inch
Inch
6 = 3.9
g = 0.91
6 = i.I
15 =1.5
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Test Series Number:
A 21, A 22, A 23, A 24
TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract N._S 8-11475
Lab. Report Number:
58 269
Silver-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Number of STands: 19
Spee_raen:
No. of Spec'hnens: 40
Wire Gauge: 22 AWG.
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Soldering Method: (X)
Solder Uscd: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals #348 - 25
Pot ( ) Soldering Iron
liquid
Cle._dng Mcfilod (_fore Soldering): brushing in i,I_1 - trichloroethane
Soiderir_ Temperature: 450°F
Immersion Time: 5,20, 40,80
Heat Sink Used:
Fatigue Tests:
Seconds Immersion Depth : 1/8
( ) Yes (x) No
Inch
A 21: 44 39 21 20 14 ii ii ii ii 8 _ = 19.0 6 = 12.6
A 22: 14 13 ii i0 i0 9 9 9 9 9 _ = i0.3 6 = i.8
A 23: 13 12 9 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 _ = 8.7 6 = 2.1
A 24: 26 21 15 15 9 8 7 7 7 7 _ = 12 g = 6.8
Remarks:
Nicking depth: A 21: 0.335 inch
A 22: 0.490 inch
A 23: 0.875 inch
A 24: 0.550 inch
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
.es_ Series Number:
A 25, A 26
Specimen: Nickel-plated copper, Teflon insulation
No. of Specimens: 24
Wire Gauge: 24 AWG.
Strip Gap: 1/10 inch
Soldering M_thod: (X) Pot ( )
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals # 346 - 25 liquid
Clemuing Method (Before Soldering):
Soldering Temperature: 450°F
Immersion Time: 20, 80 Seconds
Heat Sink Used: ( ) Yes
Fatigue Tests:
A 25: 25 17 14 13 13
A 26: 12 l0 9 9 9
Lab. Report Number:
58 457
Number of STands: 7
Soldering Iron
Immersion Deptb_ i/i0
(x) No
ll ii 8 8 5 x = 12-5
9 8 8 8 7 _= 9
Inch
Remarks:
Wicking depth: A 25: 0.205 inch
A 26: 0.515 inch
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series NumBer: Lab. Report NumBer:
A27, ARS, 58 457
Specimen: Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
No. of Specimens: 24
Wire Gauge: 24 AWG. ,Number of Strands: 7
S_rip Gap: 1/10 inch
Sold_rir_ Method: (X) Pot ( ) Solderin_ Iron
Solder Used: Alpha Metals 60/40
Flux Used: Alpha Metals # 346-25 liquid
Clez._ing_[othod (_efore Soldering): brushing in i,I,i - trichloroethane
Solderir_ Temperature: 550°F.
Tnnmersion Time: 20, 80
Heat Sink Used:
Fati_ou_eTests:
Seconds
( ) Yes
A27:]2 ]2 ll l0 I0 9 9 9 8 7
Immersion Depth: i/I0
(x) No
Inch
X = 9.7 6 = 1.2
A28:14 12 ll ll l0 l0 8 8 7 7 X= 9.4 g= 1.5
Remarks:
Wicking Depth: ART: 0.480 inch
AR8: 0.675 inch
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LM_C- AT6_-519
TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Tes_ Series Number:
A 29
Lab. Report Number:
58 595
Specimen: Nickel-plated %o_pper wire, Teflon insulation
Connector pin
No. 6f Specimens: 12
Wire Gauge : 22
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Sozaer1_g Method:
Solder Used:
AlphaJFlux Used:
Awg • Nun_ber of Strands: 19
( ) Pot (X) Soldering Iron
Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Flux Core
Cleaning Mc_hod (_fore Soldering):
Soiderir_ Temperature:
Immersion Time: 0 Seconds
Heat Sink Used: (X) Yes
Fatigue Tests:
23 21 20 20 19 19 17 17 16 15
Wires brushed in i,I,i - trichloroethane
cup terminals vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Immersion Depth :
( )No
0 Inch
m
x = 18.7
6.= 2._
P,emarl_:
Wicking depth:
Photomicrograph No.:
None
24 592
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: Lab. Report Number:
A 30 58 595
Specimen: Nickel-l_lated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Connector pin _02
No. of Specimens: le
Wire Gauge: 22 Awg. Number of S_rands: 19
SfiripGap: 1/8 inch
Soldering Method: ( ) Pot (X) Soldering Iron
Solder Used: I Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Flux Core
_iux Used: .s
Cleaning Mothod (_efore So]dering): Wires brushed in i,i,i - trichloroethane
cup terminals vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Immersion Depth:
(x) No
0 Inch
Solderir_ TemperaL_ure:
Immersion Time: 0 Seconds
Heat Sink Used: ( ) Yes
Fatigue Tests:
39 ST 36 _ 25 24 23 18 17 10
Remarks:
Wicking depth: 0.140 inch
Photomicrograph: 24 593
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Test Series Number:
AS1
Specimen: 12
TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Lab. Report Number:
58 595
No. of Specimens: Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Connector pin #202
Wire Gauge: 24 Awg. Number of Strands: 7
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Soldering Method: ( ) Pot (X) Soldering Iron
Solder Uscd:
Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Flux Core
Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (Before Soldering): Wires brushed in i,i,I - trichloroethane
cup terminals vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Soldering Temperature:
Immersion Time: 0 Seconds Immersion Depth: 0 Inch
Heat Sink Used: (X) Yes ( ) No
Fatigue Tests:
17 16 1R _ ll ll ll i0 9 8 _ = ll.8
= 2.9
Remarks:
Nicking depth: None
Photomicrograph No. : 24 594
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: Lab. Report Number:
A_ 58 595
Specimen: Nickel-plated copper wire, Teflon insulation
Connector pin _02
No. of Specimens: l0
WEre Gauge: 2_ Awg. Number of Strands: 7
Strip Gap: 1/8 inch
Soldering Method: ( ) Pot (X) Soldering Iron
Solder Used: h
Flux Used: _ Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Flux Core
Cleaning Method (Before Soldering):
Soldering Temperature:
Wire____sbrushed in i,I, I - trichloroethane
cup terminals vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Immersion Time: 0 Seconds Immersion Depth: 0 Inch
Heat SinkUsed: ( ) Yes (x) N°
Fatigue Tests:
22 21 20 16 13 12 12 9
= 15.6
g = _.9
_m_ZI_:
Wicking Depth: 0.630 inch
Photomicrograph No.: 24 595
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Paragraph 9.5
Test Data Sheets for Subtask (g)
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LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A764519
TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-1 Lab. Report Nun_ber: 56 192-1
• 22 AWG. 19 strand copper wire, silver-plated, teflon insulation
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pins, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder
Used: _ Alpha Metals 60/40 with plastic core (non-activated)
Flux Used: J
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires: None
Pins: 2 Min. Vapor &egreased in Trichloroethylene
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
* 25 Specimens .
13.5 21.8 21.8 22.0 22.0 6.4
15.3 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.0 ll.8
19.3 22.0 21.9 22.0 22.1 16.4
21.1 21.9 22.0 21.9 22.1 8.0
21.9 22.0 22.0 21.8 32.8
22.0 20.4
Avg. Value: 21.97 I 18.5
Std. Dev. : 0.092
*Avg. : 17.3
Std.I_v. : 3.31
Fatigue Tests:
51
Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
22.0 21.7 21.7
21.6 22.0 22.1
22.0 22.0 22.O
21.7 21.6 21.6
2"2.1 22.1 _2.0
Ibs Avg. Value:
ibs S_. Dev. :
ibs _AVg. :
ib s Std. Dev:
Through ll0 ° under S/4 lb. tension
63 49 42 cycles; Avg. 49.4 cycles
21.7
22.1
22.0
21.88 IBs
1.97 ibs
13.47 ibs
5.26 lbs
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 848, 22 920, 22 935
* Broke in solder joint
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-2 Lab. Report Number: 56192-2
• 24 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, silver-plated, teflon insulation
Specimen:
• No. 202 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder Used:
Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. core (activated)Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires :7
Pins: _2 min. Vapor degreased in Trichloroethylene
Test Results (breaking stren_ah in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
_.6 _.6 _.6 _.6 _.5 _.6
_.7 _.7 _.7 _.7 _.8 _.5
_8 _.8 _.8 _.8 _.7 _.6
_.8 _.7 _.7 _.7 _.7 _.7
_.8 _.7 _.7 _.7 _.7 _.6
Exposed to Corrosion
25 _cin_e_
12.8 12.6 12.8 12.7
12.7 12.6 12.7 12.5
12.6 12.7 12.6 12.6
12.7 12.6 12.5 12.6
12.7 12.7 12.7 12.6
Avg. Value: 12.7 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.079 lbs
Avg. Value: 12.64 ibs
S_. Dev. : 0.091 Ibs
FaGgue Tests:
82o 147
Through llO ° under 3/4 lb. tension
19 cycles; avg. 14 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 849, 22 922, 22 936
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TEST DATA SHEET
Iu_grity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-S Lab. Report Number: 56192-3
Specimen:
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder Used: I Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G.
Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires :_ 2 mln. Vapor degreased in TrichloroethylenePins:
Test Results (breaking stren_fh in pounds):
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, solder coated,
• No. 202 connector pin, goldplated
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
6.1 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0 5.9
6.0 6.1 6.0 6.1 2.2 6.0
6.i 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.1
6.1 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.0 6.1
6.0 6.0 6.1 6.1 6.0 5.8
Core (Activated)
vinyl insulation
Exposed to Corrosion
25 _cln_ens
6.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.1
5.8 6.0 6.0 6.0
6.1 5.9 6.0 6.1
5.9 5.9 6.1 6.1
Avg. Value: 5.88 Ibs
SM. Dev. :
0.77 l_s
Avg. Value:
SM. Dev. :
6.01 Ibs
0.098 l_s
FaG_e Tests: Through ll0 ° under 3/4 lb. tension
9 5 4 8 5 cycles; Avg. 6.2 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 850, 22 921, 22 937
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-I1475
Test Series Number: G-4 Lab. Report Number: 56 192-4
• Turret terminal I_-8958-2, goldplated
24 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, solder coated, vinyl insulation
Sze cimen:
Number of Specimens: 65
Solder
Used:_ Aplha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G.
Flux Used:
Cl_aaing Method (before soldering):
Wire:_ 2 Min. Vapor @egreasing in Trichloroethylene
Pins
Test Resets (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
Core (Activated)
25 Specimens
Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
lO.3 6.8 8.4 lO.8 IO.i lO.2 7.7 8.6
lO.O 7.4 lO.6 8.6 9.7 8.5 7.9 7.3
6.7 8.4 6.8 6.6 9.5 5.8 IO.6 I1.2
9.4 10.0 6.2 10.2 i0.0 9-5 8.5 8.7
7-5 6.8 8.7 6.0 ll.1 9.9 8.3 8.8
9.7
9.1
9.2
8.6
8.4
Avg. Value:
S_d. Dev. :
8.45 Ibs Avg. Value: 9.02 Ibs
i. 48 ibs S_. Dev. : i.43 ibs
7.8
ii.i
10.2
8.2
6.4
FaG_ue Tests:
Outer joint :
Inner joint :
Through llO ° under 3/41b. tension
18 20 35 17 20 cycles; Avg. 22 cycles
18 18 27 17 15 cycles; Ave. 19 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 85_, _918, 22 940, 22 9_i
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TEST DATA SHEET
IntegTity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-5 Lab. Report Number: 56 192-5
• 18 AWG. 19 strand copper wire, solder coated,
Specimen: • No. 162 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
vinyl insulation
So!der
Used: _ Alpha Metals 60/_0 with Plastic Core (non-activated)
Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wire :_ 2 Min. Vapor dmgre_sing in Trichloroethylene
Pins:
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
56.8 55.0 56.2 41.4 56.3
51.8 49.3 57.5 47.4 38.9
58.0 56.8 37.1 39.1 56.2
56.3 58.0 46.0 5o.1 56.7
50.2 50.0 54.8 55.o 47.2
Avg. Value: 51.29 Ibs
S_. Dev. : 6.53 Ibs
46.2 53.9 22.2 34.2 47.9
55.8 47.1 56.9 35.0 53.2
53.0 42.8 51.5 57.2 57.0
57.2 57.1 57.2 57.2 56.5
45.o 56.7 51.4 55.6 54.2
Avg. Value: 50.48 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 8.92 Ibs
Fatigue Tests:
io2 T1 165
Through ll0 @ under i lb. load
93 93 cycles; avg. 105 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 851, 22 923, 22 938
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-6 Lab. Report Number: 56 192-6
Specimen:
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, silver-plated,
• Turret Terminal I_-8958_2, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 65
teflon insulation
Solder
Used: D Alpha Metals 60/_0 with Plastic Core (non-activated)
FluxUsed: 2
Cleaning Method (before solderimg):
Wire;
Vapor degreased in trichloroethylene
Turret s:J
Test Results _reaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
3.83 4.34 3-iO 4.65
4.00 3.72 3.94 3.82
4.58 4.48 4.09 4.6O
2.70 4.37 4.56 3.49
3.12 _.31 3.9o 3.87
25 Specimens
4.18 4.47 4.38 4.oo 4.69 4.71
4.7o 4.71 3.78 4.52 4.71 3.82
3.96 4.71 4.36 3.84 3.67 4.33
4.18 4.72 4.1o 4.29 3.78 4.48
4.04 4.72 4.69 4.72 3.97 4.51
Avg. Value: 4. B1 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.39 ibs
Avg. Value: 4.05 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.49 l%s
Fatigue Tests: Through ll0 ° under i lb. load
Outer joint: 7 3 3 6 5 cycles; avg. 4.8 cycles.
Inner joint: 6 4 7 8 3 cycles; avg. 5.6 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 853, 22 919, 22 942, 22 943
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series l_mber: G-7 Lab. Report Number: 56 192-7
• 18 A_13. 19 strand copper wire, silver-plated,
Specimen: • No. 162 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder Used: _
Alpha Me%_ls 60/40 with N.R.G. core (acti_rated)
Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires: _Pins: Vapor degreased_n Trichloroeth_lene
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens 25
55.9 56.0 56.0 55.8 55.1 55.8 56.3
56.0 56.2 56.2 56.5 56.2 55.4 56.3
56.4 56.5 56.4 56.4 56.4 55.7 56.2
56.1 56.0 56.0 56.2 %.2 56.2 56.2
56.0 56.3 56.3 56.3 56.3 55.5 56.2
Teflon insulation
Specimens
56.2 56.1 55.7
56.0 56.0 56.0
56.0 56.0 56.0
56.2 54.8 56.0
56.1 56.0 56.2
Avg. Value: 56.15 _s
Std. Dev. : 0.28 lbs
Avg. Value: 55.95 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.34 lbs
Fatigue Tests: Through ll0 = under i _ lb. load
65 61 71 59 45 cycles; Avg. 60.2 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 22 852, 22 924, 22 939
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-8 Lab. Report Number: 58 573
• 24 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, nickel-plated, Teflon insulation
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pins, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 5
So!der Used :_Flux Used: Alpha Metals 60/40 with Plastic Core (non-activated)
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wire
Vapor aegreased in Trichloroethylene
Pins: J
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
Specimens
Wire would not tin with the plastic core solder (non-activated flux). Solder
balled and fell off. Five cups were filled with solder and wire inserted.
Exposed to Corrosion
Specimens
Avg. Value: -- Ibs Avg. Value: -- Ibs
Std. Dev. : __ Ibs Std. Dev. : -- ibs
Fatigue Tests:
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 2_ 735, 24 802, 21_ 807
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TEST DATA SHEET
Inteo_rity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-9 Lab. Report Number: 58573
• 24 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, nickel plated, Teflon insulation
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pins, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
So!der Used: }Flux Used: Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Core (Activated)
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires: -9
Vapor _egreased in Trlchloroethylene,
Pins: -)
Test Resuks (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
15.1 15.2 15.2 15.2 lS.1 15.l
15.2 15.2 15.1 15.2 15.2 15.1
13.2 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.0
15.2 15.2 15.2 15.1 15.1 15,0
15.2 15 .i 15.1 15.2 15.2 15.2
Avg. Value: 15.IT Ibs
Std. Dew. : 0.405 Ibs
followed by TMC Freon Rinse
Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
15.o 15.2 15.1 15.o
15.1 15.2 15.1 15.1
1_.o 15.1 1_.9 15.o
15.2 15.1 15.2 15.0
15.0 15.1 15 .i 15.0
Avg. Value: 15.08 ibs
S_d. Dev. : 0.084 Ibs
Fa_gue Tests: Through ll0 ° under i lb. load
15 9 I0 9 10; Avg. 10.6 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs NO. 24 736, 24803, 24 808
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series _unber: G-10 Lab. Report Number: 58 573
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, nickel-plated,
S_cimen: • Turret Terminal L8-8958-2, solder-plated
Number of Specimens: 65
Teflon insulation
Solder Used:
Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G.Core (Activated)
Flux Used: J
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires:
Vapor degreased in Trichloroetl_ylene, followed by Rinse in Chlorothane
Turret s: J
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
3.9 4.7 5.2 3-5 3.6
3.4 4.7 3.9 5.4 4.8
4.5 4.2 4.3 5.4 3.5
4.7 5.2 _.9 5.1 3.1
5.o 3.2 4.8 4.6 5.o
Avg. Value: 4.42 Lbs
Std. Dev. : 0.716 Ibs
Exposed to Corrosion
Specimens
25
3.6 3.7 3.2 4.1 5.3
5.l 4.4 3.0 4.0 4.6
4.o 3.2 5.2 4.3 _.5
5.3 5.0 4.1 _-3 3._
5.o 3.1 3.6 4.5 3.1
Avg. Value: 4.14 lbs
S_d. Dev. : 0.747 ibs
Fatigue Tests: Through llO ° under i lb. load
Outer joint: 8 6 3 6 6 ; Avg. 5.8 cycles
Inner joint: 7 ll 6 5 6 ; Avg. 7 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 737, 24 805, 24 806
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TEST DATA SHEET
Inteoo-rity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-11 Lab. Report Number: 58 573
• 22 AWG. 19 strand copper wire, nickel-plated, Teflon insulation
Specimen:
• No. 202 connector pins, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder Used:
Flux Used: _ Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Core (Activated)
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires:P ns: Vapor _2greased in Trichloroethylene followed by Rinse in
chlorothane
Test Results (brealdn___ strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens 25 Specimens
25.0 25.0 25.1 23.3 25.0 25.2 24.5 25.1 25.0 24.6
24.8 25.1 25.2 25.1 25.0 24.5 24.9 25.0 24.9 24.9
25.0 25.1 25.1 24.9 25.0 25.0 24.8 24.9 25.0 24.4
23.3 25.0 24.5 22.5 25.1 24.6 25.0 24.5 25.0 24.9
25.0 25 .i 25.0 25.0 25.0 24.6 23.7 25.2 25 .i 24.9
Avg. Value: 24.77 Ibs Avg. Value: 24.81 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.680 ibs Std. Dev. : 0.327 ibs
Fatigue Tests: Through ll0 ° under i lb. lead
24 18 23 15 20 cycles; Avg. 20 cycles.
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 738, 24 804, 24 809
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-12 Lab. Report Number: 58751
Specimen:
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder
Used :_Alpha Metals 60/40 with N.R.G.
Flux Used: J
Cleaning Method _efore soldering):
Wires: in chlorothaue with bristle brush
Pins: vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Test Results _oreaking strength in pounds):
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, silver-plated, vinyl insulation
• No. 202 connector pins, goldplated
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
5.5 5.3 5.6 5.6 5.7 5.1
5.3 5.7 5.9 5.9 3.5 6.2
5.7 6.1 5.4 6.o 5.3 6.o
5.4 3.2 _.8 6.0 5.6 5.6
5.7 5.o 5.6 5.5 5.8 5.8
Avg. Value: 5 •4 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.683 Ibs
Core (Activated)
Exposed to Corrosion
25 _cimens
5.9 5.6 3.3 4.0
3.4 3.7 4.1 6.1
6.1 6.1 4.7 5.8
4.5 4.0 5.9 6.1
5.9 6.1 5-9 6.0
Avg. Value: 5.3 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.982 lbs
FaGgue Tests: Through ll0 ° under I lb. load
5 5 3 3 3 cycles; Avg. 3.8 cycles.
Remarks: Photomicrographs NO. 24 534, 24 535, 24 601, 24 602, 24 603, 24 616
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TEST DATA SHEET
Inf_oTity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-13 Lab. Report Nuzaber: 58 885
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, silver-plated, vinyl insulation
Specimen: • Turret terminal LS-8._8-2, solder-plated
Number of Specimens: 65
Solder Used:_ Metals 60/40 with N.R.G. Core (Activated)
Flux Used: jAlpha
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires: in chlorothane with bristle brush
Turrets: Vapor degrea_ed in _ Freon
Test Res'alts (breaking strenoothin pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens
5.9 6.7 4.9 6.3 5.2 5.8
4.9 6.4 5.2 3.8 5.3 5.8
5.9 5.7 5.9 4._ 4.5 5.9
6.0 5.7 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.6
3.6 5.2 3.7 3.5 4.9 4.6
Exposed to Corrosion
25 _c_ens
6.0 5-3 5.6 5.9
4.9 5.5 5.8 3.6
2.8 5.6 5.8 5.8
5.2 5.2 6.1 6.2
5.4 5.7 5.9 5.2
Avg. Value: 5.2 ibs Avg. Value: 5.4 Ibs
S_/. Dev. : 0.886 Ibs S+_d.Dev. : 0.771 lbs
FaGooue Tests: Through ll0 ° under i lb load
Outer: 6 5 3 3 3 cycles
Inner: 6 7 6 6 3 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 789, 24 793, 24 794, 24 795, 24 796
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integrity of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Ntunber: G-14 Lab. Report Number: 58 958
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder
Used:_ Alpha Metals 60/40 with Plastic Core (non-activated)
Flux Used:
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires in chlorothane with bristle brush
Connector pins v_por-degreased in TMC Freon
Test Results (breaking strength in pounds):
22 AWG. 19 strand copper wire, silver-plated, vinyl insulation
Exposed to CorrosionNot Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens 25 Specimens
23.0 23.1 22.9 22-9 23.1 22.4 22.3 22.1 22.5 22.4
22.9 23.0 23.0 23.0 22.5 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.5 22.3
23-0 23.1 23.0 22.9 23.1 22.3 22.5 22._, 22.5 22.2
22.6 22.8 22.9 23.0 23.0 22-3 22.2 2_1.6 17.6 22.2
22_9 23.0 22.9 23.0 23.0 22.0 22.4 22.2 22.4 22.4
Avg. Value: 22.94 Ibs Avg. Value: 22.10 Ibs
Std. Dov. : 0.142 ibs S_. Dev. : 0.93 ibs
FaG_ue Tests: Through ll0 ° degrees under i lb. load
47 28 39 41 3_ cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 790, 24 797, 24 798, 24 799, 24 800
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TEST DATA SHEET
ImteD-Tityof Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-15 Lab. Report Number: 59 024
Specimen: • No. 162 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 60
Solder
Used:_ Alpha Metals 60/40 with Plastic Core (non-activated)
Flux Used: J
Clean_ Method _efore soldering):
Wires in chlorothaue with bristle brush
Connector pins vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Test Resets _reaking strength in pounds):
18 AWG. 19 strand copper wire, silver-plated, vinyl insulation
Exposed to CorrosionNot Exposed to Corrosion
26 Specimens 25 Specimens
56.4 56.2 56.4 56.7 56.6 55.8 56.0 56.0 55.8 55.4
56.7 56.4 56.1 56.6 58.0 56.0 56.2 56.0 56.1 56.1
56.6 56.0 56.8 56.9 56.0 56.0 55.5 56.0 55.9 56.2
56.8 56.6 56.8 56.6 56.3 55.7 55.8 56.1 55.9 55.6
56.8 56.5 56.6 56.6 56.6 56.1 55.9 55.8 55.5 55.9
56.6
Avg. Value: 56.58 ibs AvE. Value: 55.89 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.378 ibs S+_d.Dev. : 0.218 ibs
FaG_ue Tests: Through llO ° degrees under 1 lb. load
109 91 57 51 50 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 840, 24 954, 24 955
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TEST DATA SHEET
Integ-ri_y of Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: o-16 Lab. Report Number: 591B4
• 24 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, nickel-plated, vinyl insulation
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pin, goldplated
Number of S_cimens: 60
So!do U od: 60/ 0w*t Core(Aot v t. )
21ux Used: .)
Cleaning Method (before soldering):
Wires in chlorothane with bristle brush
Connector pins vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Test Results (breaking stren_h in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion Exposed to Corrosion
25 Specimens 25 Specimens
14.6 14.T 14.8 14.7 14.5 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.8 14 6
14.8 14.8 i4 T i4.6 14.6 i4.8 14 9 i4 5 14.9 15. o
14. 6 14. T 14.6 14.7 14.8 14.9 14.9 14.8 14.9 15. o
14.7 14.9 14.7 14.7 14.8 14.9 14.8 i4.7 14.8 14.6
14.8 14.8 14.9 14.6 14.7 14.9 14.7 14 9 14.8 i4.9
Avg. Value: 14 _65 lhs Avg. Value: 14.83 Ibs
S_d. Dev. : 0.116 lbs S+.d.Dev. : 0.134 lbs
Fatigue Tests: Through ll0 ° under I lb. load
27 ll ii i0 9 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrographs No. 24 841, 24956, 24 957
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LMSC-A76_519
TEST DATA SHEET '
Integrity _ Electrical Connections
Contract NAS 8-11475
Test Series Number: G-17 Lab. Report Number: 59 186
• 28 AWG. 7 strand copper wire, nickel-plated, vinyl insulation
Specimen: • No. 202 connector pin, goldplated
Number of Specimens: 50
Solder Used:_ Fairmount 60/40 with H-S2 Core (Hydrazine containing, strongly
Flux Used: _ activated.
Cleaning Y_thod (before soldering):
Wires in chlorothane with bristle brush
Connector pins vapor degreased in TMC Freon
Test Results (brealdng strength in pounds):
Not Exposed to Corrosion Exposed to Corrosion
18 _cimens _ _cimens
5.7 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7
5.7 5.5 5.7 5.5 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8
5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.7
5.7 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7
Avg. Value: 5.66 Ibs Avg. Value: 5.74 Ibs
Std. Dev. : 0.057 lbs S_xl.Dev. : 0.070 ibs
Fatigue Tests: Through ll0 ° under i lb. load
7 6 5 5 5 cycles
Remarks: Photomicrograph_ No. 2_ 842, 24 952, 24 953
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